Strengthening public health contributions
to alcohol licensing processes
FINDINGS FROM THE PUBLIC HEALTH ALCOHOL LICENSING (PHAL) STUDY
influence on alcohol licensing decision making.
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Across the 24 London local authorities who
participated in the study, a wide range of
experiences of the public health contribution to

However, the extent to which public health (PH)
practitioners feel able to enact this role and
how they can effectively influence alcohol
licensing decision making varies widely. This
report summarises findings from a study of PH
practitioners’ contributions to alcohol licensing
in local authorities (LAs) in London, and makes
recommendations for strengthening the public
health role in licensing that is relevant to
practitioners nationally.

alcohol licensing was observed. This included:
 Varied workloads in terms of numbers of
applications received by public health
teams, ranging from 0 to > 25 per month.
 Different levels of capacity in public health
teams to undertake licensing work, ranging
from none at all to > 9 hours per week.
 Screening licence applications to assess
need for public health action often rested on
priorities relating to the availability of
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Key findings: factors influencing
public health contributions
Across the study, several factors were identified
as shaping the extent to which PH practitioners
contributed to the alcohol licensing process,
and perceptions of their influence over decision
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by Safe Sociable London Partnership, data
from Greater London Authority’s ‘SafeStats’
database and other sources.
 Contributing to broader licensing policy,
such as the SLP or cumulative impact policies
was viewed as a valuable way for public
health to influence licensing. In turn, PH

making. These were:

practitioners described using these policies
 The status of public health as a responsible
authority.
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objective, many stakeholders felt public
health was limited in its licensing role.
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demonstrated how it is possible to build up
their influence over time without specific

as resources to support representations
against applications.
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reflecting competing priorities within public
health and the broader council, in the
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current climate of austerity, and loss of
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institutional knowledge with staff turnover.

and resources from both local and national
sources.

Recommendations:
We identified steps that PH practitioners can
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engagement:

Identify ways to share best practice and
examples of licensing work with PH

take to strengthen their alcohol licensing
contributions, reflecting existing levels of

Build up a database of relevant evidence

practitioners from other areas.
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Improve communication by presenting
evidence in public health representations
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development of licensing policy.

FURTHER RESOURCES
The key steps to strengthening public health contributions to alcohol licensing are illustrated in an
infographic, available to download here: http://sphr.lshtm.ac.uk/phal/

The full report for the PHAL study is also available at: http://sphr.lshtm.ac.uk/phal/
Results from the study are also published in a paper in the Journal of Public Health:
REYNOLDS, J., MCGRATH, M, … & LOCK, K. (2018). ‘A true partner around the table?’
Perceptions of how to strengthen public health’s contributions to the alcohol licensing process.
Journal of Public Health, https://doi.org/10.1093/pubmed/fdy093
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